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Similar in what respect? What counts as a feature? 

Bird? Birds  
You’ve Seen Prototypical 

Bird • What counts as a feature? (Murphy & Medin, 1985)


To change the importance of age, we could include features for "around 10 years 
ago," "around 100 years ago," "1000 years ago”,  etc.

To change importance of size, we could include “smaller than the earth,” “smaller 
than a country”, “smaller than a city,” etc.


• It is difficult to establish the “respects for similarity” (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 
1993, Psych Rev)



Whatever is selecting the features is doing the 
explanatory work

Flammable? Flammable? 

“Flammable” applies to many things, but we only 
associate it strongly to some things due to its 
theoretical role (Murphy & Medin, 1985)



Concepts are more than characteristic features 
or sets of examples

Would you classify this man as “drunk”? (Murphy & Medin)

What characteristic feature tells you this? Would you need a 
similar previous example in order to tell you this?



Ad hoc categories (Barsalou, 1983)

• e.g., “Things to carry out of a burning house”

[children, dog, photo albums, computer, etc.]


• “ways to escape being killed by the Mafia”

[changing your name, move to Montana, etc.]


• “things that could fall on your head"

• “things to take on a camping trip”

• “possible costumes to wear to a Halloween party”

• “places to look for an antique desk”



Ad hoc categories (Barsalou, 1983)

Ad hoc categories are like common categories in many ways..

• have a graded structure

• lead to reliable typicality ratings

• certain items being generated more in production tasks


• How would a prototype or exemplar model represent these 
categories?


• These properties of categories don't seem affected by how 
well the category has been learned, how many examples 
have been seen, or how well-established the class is in  
memory



Conceptual combination
Prototypes or sets of exemplars don’t help to explain how categories 
combine

“pet” “fish”

“pet fish”

? ?

“apartment” “dog”

??

“apartment dog”



Concepts as theories, and the knowledge view 
(Murphy & Medin, 1985)

• A concept is naive theory or a “mental explanation” 
• Explanations are the glue that holds concepts together

• Concepts are coherent to the extent that they fit people's 

background knowledge or naive theories about the world


• Don’t take “theory” too seriously.

not a full-fledged scientific-like theory

Greg Murphy says it is better to talk about how 
knowledge influences concepts, and the term “theory 
theory” is an abomination

Some distinguished researchers do believe development 
is like theory construction and theory change, where 
“theories" are actually like real scientific theories (e.g., 
Carey, Gopnik)



Examples of Theories or General Knowledge 
That Might be Relevant to Concept Learning

• biological knowledge

• naive physics

• naive psychology


beliefs, desires, goals

psychological effects of different events

different personality types


• causal mechanics of various machines and artifacts


Note that each of these has many specific parts and pieces of 
knowledge.



Category Coherence

Concepts are more than characteristic features or sets of 
examples 

Here are features of something that is not a concept:

• requires oil when heating

• can play music

• is written in Sanskrit

• chews food thoroughly before swallowing

• is transparent




Category Coherence

Such a concept does not exist, and if you tried to teach it to 
people, it would presumably be difficult to learn.


How do categorization theories address this? They don’t, 
really.

• Classical view


Identifies a common feature(s), but doesn’t constrain 
what it is (“likes pizza or is on the Sistine Shapel”)


• Exemplar theory

any set of objects can be a category


• Prototype theory

incoherent list of features could be prototype


These accounts of concepts don’t provide constraints on what 
concepts are natural or learnable




Barsalou (1985). JEP:LMC

Possible Determinants of Typicality


• Exemplar’s similarity to central tendency (family 
resemblance; Rosch’s findings from last lecture)


• Exemplar’s frequency of instantiation (how often do you 
think of the object as a category member?)


• Rating of proposed ideal qualities (most relevant for ad 
hoc categories, but Barsalou gave reasonable goals 
given to common categories)


e.g. efficiency for “vehicles”

necessary of wearing for “clothing”



Barsalou (1985)

Predicting “Exemplar Goodness” (typicality) Ratings

Common Categories (e.g., vehicles, clothing, birds)

             Raw r      Partial r
Central Tend.       .63    .71
Frequency      .47    .36
Ideal          .46         .45

Goal-Derived Categories (e.g., birthday presents, foods to eat on 
a diet)

              Raw r Partial r
Central Tend.     .38           .05 (ns)
Frequency    .72           .51
Ideal         .70           .44



Pazzani (1991). JEP:LMC
Between-subject condition
• learning which examples are in “category alpha” (control 

condition)
• learning “whether the balloon will be inflated when a 

person blows into it” (knowledge condition)

Stimuli
• photograph of person performing an action on balloon 

(stretch or dip)

Stimulus dimensions
• color—“yellow” or “purple”
• size of balloon—“large” or “small”
• age of person—“child” or “adult”
• action—“stretch” or “dip in water”

Rules
• Conjunctive: “small AND yellow”
• Disjunctive: “adult OR stretch”

(random photo from web)
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hypotheses consistent with both prior knowledge and the data 
than those consistent with the data alone. Therefore, it is 
anticipated that fewer trials would be needed to rule out 
alternatives when the prior knowledge of the subject is appli- 
cable in the learning task. 

Method 

SubjecrJ. The subjects were 88 male and female undergraduates 
attending the University of California, Irvine. who participated in 
this experiment to receive extra credit in an introductory psychology 
course. Each subject was tested individually. Subjects were randomly 
asswted to one of the four conditions. 

Slimuli. The stimuli consisted of pages from a photo album. 
Each page contained a close-up photo,gaph of a balloon that varied 
in color (yellow or purple) and size (small or large) and a photograph 
of a person (either an adult or a J-year-old child) doing samething to 
the balloon (either dipping it in water or stretching it), For the inflate 
subjects. the back of the page oftbe photo album had a picture of the 
person with a balloon that had been inflated or a balloon that had 
not ken inflated. For the alpha subjsu. a card with the words Alpha 
or Nor Alpha was on the reverse side of each page. Because there are 
four attributes that can take on two vah,a, there are P total of 16 
unique stimuli. Of these stimuli, I2 a positive examples of a 
disjunction of two attributes and 4 ark positive examples of a con- 
junction of two attributes. Haygood and Boume (1965) recom- 
mended duplicating stimuli to ensure roughly equal numbers of 
positive or negative examples because of the effect of the proportion 
of positive examples on learning rates (Hovland & Weiss, 1953). The 
four negative examples of the disjunction were duplicated in the 
disjunction conditions, and the four positive examples were duplica- 
ted in the conjunction conditions to produce P total of 20 stimuli in 
all conditions. 

The set of stimuli used in the conjunction conditions followed the 
rule ‘size = small and color = yellow.” In the conjunctive condition, 
one positive example was a photograph of a child stretching a small, 
yellow balloon. One negative example was a photograph of an adult 
stretching a large. yellow balloon. The stimuli in the disjunction 
conditions follow the rule ‘age = adult or action = stretching” In 
the disjunctive condition, one positive example was a photograph of 
a child Wetchin a large, yellow balloon. One negative example was 
a photograph of a child dipping a small. yellow balloon in water. 

Procedures. Subjects read either the alpha or inflate instructions 
Bath sets of instructions mention that the photographs differed in 
only four aspeas (the size and color of the balloon. the age of the 
actor, and the action the actor was performing). The alpha and inflate 
instructions differed only in one line (‘predict whether the oaae is an 
example of an ‘alpha’” as oppnrzd to ~*prcdict whether th; balloon 
will h inflated”). 

Subjects were shown a page from the photo album and asked to 
make a prediction. Then the page was turned over and the subject 
sw the correct prediction. Next. the subject was presented with 
another card. This proce~ was repeated until the subjects were able 
to predict correctly on 6 convcutive ulala. The number of the last 
trial on which the subject made an error was recorded. The pa8es 
were presented in a random order, subject to the constraint that the 
Ii131 page was always a positive example. If the subject exhausted all 
20 pages. the pages were shuffled and the training was rCwated until 
the subject responded properly on 6 consecutive trials or until SO 
pa8es were prescnlcd. If the subject did not obtain the correct answer 
after SO trials, the last error is considered to have been made on Trial 
JO. 

Note that subjects in the alphadisjunction and inflate-disjunction 
conditions see the exact ~rne stimuli. The only difference is one line 

in the instructions and the nature of the feedback (the words Alpha 
or Nol Alpha as opposed to a photograph ofan inrlatcd or unintlated 
balloon). Similarly. the subjects in the alphasonjunaion and inflate. 
conjunction conditions see the exact rarne stimuli. 

Results 

The results of this experiment (see Figure I) confirmed the 
predictions. Figure I illustrates that the learning task is influ- 
enced by prior theory. This effect is so strong that it dominates 
the well-known finding that conjunctive concepts are easier 
lo learn than disjunctive concepts. The interaction between 
the learning task and the logical form of the concept to be 
acquired is significant at the .OI level, F(I, 84) = 22.07. MS. 
= 264.0. However, neither main effect is significant. 

Analysis of the data with the Tukey honestly significant 
difference (HSD) test confirmed the three predictions. The 
cults are significant at the .05 level (Critical dinirence 
[C.difl = 11.8). First, subjects in the alpha-conjunction con- 
dition required significantly fewer trials than those in the 
alpha-disjunction category (I 8.0 vs. 30.8). Second, the intlate- 
disjunction subjects required significantly fewer trials than 
the inflate-conjunction subjects (9.4 vs. 29.1). Third, the 
inflate-disjunction subjects required significantly fewer trials 
than the alpha-disjunction subjects (9.4 vs. 30.8). 

Discussion 

The findings provide support for the hypothesis that con- 
cepts consistent with prior knowledge requin fewer examples 
to learn accurately than concepts that are not consistent with 
prior knowledge. The result is especially important because it 
demonstrates that prior knowledge dominates the commonly 
accepted finding that disjunctive concepts are more difficult 
to learn than conjunctive concepts. Cue salience (Bower dr 
Trabasso, 1968) cannot account for the finding that subjects 
who read the inflate instructions found disjunctions easier 
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Figure I. Thecauofacquinngdisjunctiveeandconjunctiveconccp~ 
as a function of the instructions. (The disjunctive relationship is 
consistem wilh prior knowledge on the ease of inflating balloons, 
whereas the conjunctive relationship violates these beliefs.) 

Pazzani (1991)
Knowledge influences what is easy to learn. Conjunctive categories 
are usually easier to learn than disjunctive categories, but 
knowledge can make this the opposite
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Murphy & Allopenna (1994). JEP:LMC

Category 1 Prototype 
• Made in Africa

• Lightly insulated

• Green

• Drives in jungles

• Has wheels

Category 2 Prototype 
• Made in Norway

• Heavily insulated

• White

• Drives on glaciers

• Has treads

Prototypes of Two Categories:  Knowledge Condition

(Plus some nonpredictive features)



Murphy & Allopenna (1994)

Category 1 Prototype 
• Green

• Manual

• Radial tires

• Air bags

• Vinyl seat covers

Category 2 Prototype 
• White

• Automatic

• Non-radial tires

• Automatic seat belts

• Cloth seat covers

Prototypes of Two Categories:  Neutral Condition

(Plus some nonpredictive features)



Murphy & Allopenna (1994)

Results:
• Knowledge condition: learned in 2.2 blocks
• Neutral condition: learned in 4.1 blocks

• It's easy to learn categories that build a coherent model 
of the object

not just meaningful features in isolation

(here are more random photos from the web)



• Prototype models can learn linearly separable (LS) 
categories but not non-linearly separably (NLS) 
categories

• Exemplar models can learn either, and don’t care
• People can learn either equally well (or poorly)

CONSTRAINTS ON CLASSIFICATION I61 

components of natural categories, researchers interested in structural 
constraints resort to constructing artificial categories that reflect the can- 
didate constraint that is of interest. 

Figure 1 illustrates categories that are or are not linearly separable. The 
stimuli consist of values on four components described in terms of a bi- 
nary notation. The value 1 represents the typical or characteristic value 
for members of category A and the value 0 is typical or characteristic for 
members of category B. No detining features exist to separate category A 
from category B. The essential difference between the LS (top) and the 
NLS (bottom) categories is that the LS categories can be separated on 
the basis of characteristic features. Every category A member and no 
category B member has three of the four characteristic values for cate- 
gory A (value 1). Thus, each exemplar in both categories could be cor- 
rectly classified by summing the typical values. If the exemplar contains 
three out of four typical values for category A, then it is a member of 
category A; if the exemplar contains less than three typical values of 
category A, then it belongs in category B. A similar algorithm using the 
number of typical category B values would also lead to unambiguous 
classifications. 

The categories that are not linearly separable have a similar overall 
distribution of values (category A has five more typical values than cate- 
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FIG. 1. Abstract representation of the alternative categorization tasks used in Experiment 
1 and Experiment 2. (Each task involves eight stimuli varying along four dimensions.) 

Linear separability



Linear separability: Another view

For Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins stimuli, only Type I 
and Type IV are linearly separable.



Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin (1986)

• Wattenmaker et al. (1986) investigates how category 
structure interacts with prior knowledge. Knowledge 
can influence structure in different ways…

• Some knowledge just emphasizes specific features
suggest summing of evidence

• Some knowledge emphasizes relations
suggests configural properties are important



Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin (1986)

LS vs. NLS category structure
• 1’s and 0’s referred to honest or dishonest actions 

(trait condition)
• or else they had various traits mixed together 

(control)
• categories themselves had arbitrary names (e.g., A 

vs. B)

Prediction
• People should want to sum up trait-consistent 

features, leading to LS categories being better
• “category A is people who are mostly dishonest”

only when there are consistent traits



• It worked
• # of errors:

     Control   Trait
LS   49        27 (easier)

NLS   44 (easier)   37

Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin (1986)

• Knowledge can do more than highlight individual features (e.g. 
Pazzani or Murphy and Allopenna)

• Here (Ex 1), knowledge can make people behave more like a 
prototype model (or more like an exemplar model, 
Wattenmakers et al. Ex 3)

• Knowledge does not always strictly lead to easier learning, it 
depends on the category structure


